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Abstract: 

Introduction: There are several local indicators of spatial association (LISA) that allow exploration of 
local patterns in spatial data.  Despite numerous situations where categorical variables are encountered, 
few attempts have been devoted to the development of methods to explore the local spatial pattern in 
categorical data. To our knowledge, there is no indicator of local spatial association that can be used for 
both continuous and categorical data at the same time.  We introduce ELSA which can be used for 
exploring and testing local spatial association for continuous and categorical variables.  We introduce the 
entrogram for exploring global spatial structure.  We provide the R-package elsa for making these 
computations 
 
Methods: ELSA at site i is defined as (Ei = Eai × Eci) and is calculated within a local window.  Eai 
summarizes the attribute dissimilarity between site i and the neighbouring sites.  Eci is the Shannon 
entropy normalized by the number of categories in the entire dataset.  For categorical data the dissimilarity 
measure can account for hierarchical classification structures.  For continuous data, the data are first 
binned using an iterative approach that balances information loss against the number of classes.  A non-
parametric bootstrap randomization approach is used to test the spatial association against a null 
distribution. Finally ELSA is extended to the global context using the entrogram.  
 
Results: ELSA is evaluated for three scenarios: (1) categorical data with no hierarchical structure, (2) 
categorical data with a hierarchical structure and (3) continuous data.  We use both synthetic and actual 
datasets (CORINE land cover map for Spain).  These demonstratedthe functioning of ELSA in 
comparison to other LISA’s.  ELSA gives consistent results, also where there is global autocorrelation. 
Finally we demonstrate the entrogram.  
 
Discussion: Our research demonstrates the applicability of ELSA and the consistency of the results.  
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